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I have used the tensor virial equations to develop models of magnetized, self-gravitating, 
isothermal clouds confined by an external medium, These models are characterized by five 
parameters; the mass M and isothermal speed C8 of the cloud, the prcssurc Pe of the ambieat 
medium, the strength of the magnetic field at infinity E, and the magnetic flux Ip which theorbs 
the cloud. The cloud i s  fipbcroidal, with semi major axis a and eccentricity e to be calculated from 
the twa nontdvial components of the tensor vinal equaths with Mi, Cs, Pe, B, and # &6 input 
parameters, This work is a logical extension of Strittmatter's (1966). A sketch of a cloud nmcfelh 
shown in Figure 1. 
I cdculate "critical states," which represent extremaZ solutions in th0 x m e  that if the external 
pressure Is increased while heping the other parameters fixed, no equilibrium exists and the 
system pmsumbly collapsees. These critical solutions are compamd with the exact magnetostatic 
models of Mouschovias (1976; from Mouachcwks and Spit= 1976) and Tordsaka et al, (1988) in 
Figure 2, Them latm models represent states which have contractad fiom uniformly magnetized 
spherrts with h z e n  In magnetic flux. The virioll thcomm models are pmm&edzed by q, the ratio 
of E, to the fieldstrength Bo in the cloud. The points iit fixed q and increlrshig qc have increasing 
values of e. The slope of the line through the q = 0.85 solution a p e s  with the mapetastatk 
mcidds; the difference in intercept is due to the effects of central c~iceritratioil, which the Virial 
I have also used the Mal equation to study the stability af these made18 t.6 3mdl peftuhtions, 
completely stabilize a cloud while a field which is much A sufficiuntly strong, uniform field 
smngw than the external field can destabilize it, 
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Pigure 1 
# 
Figure I: Skebh of ti spheroidal, 
magnetically supported cloud. 
Figure 2 
Figure 2 The variation of magnetic flux 
critiwd pressure parameter 
constant on each line whih e 
increases$ tke direction of 
increasing qc. The lxiiangles are 
maids of Mouschovias and the 
dashed line is proposed by 
TO~Risaka Gt de 
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